Abstract. Serum undercarboxylated osteocalcin (s-ucOC) is a marker for vitamin K metabolism (deficiency). The aim of this study was to investigate the serum levels of ucOC in patients with bilateral knee osteoarthritis (K-OA), and the correlation between ucOC and other biomarkers for K-OA. A total of 25 patients (22 women, 3 men, mean age 76.0±7.8, range 54-88 years, mean BMI 24.9±4.7) with a Kellgren-Lawrence grade of 3 or 4 for bilateral knee were enrolled in this study. The levels of s-ucOC and other biomarkers were measured. The levels of s-ucOC (5.66±4.70 ng/ml) as well as other cartilage metabolism markers, were elevated in the patients; however, bone metabolism markers were within the normal ranges. Of interest, there was a significant correlation between s-ucOC and serum hyaluronan (a marker for synovitis) (P<0.05). Our findings suggest that vitamin K metabolism may be associated with synovitis in patients with K-OA, and s-ucOC could be a biomarker for K-OA.

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a joint disease characterized by pain, cartilage degeneration, and joint stiffness. Although details in the pathogenesis of OA remain elusive, it is clear that this is a complex multifactorial disease process involving cartilage catabolism and anabolism as well as changes in other tissues adjoining joints such as synovium, subchondral bone and tendons (1). Especially, synovitis has more recently gained attention as an important feature in OA (2). As an innervated tissue (3), inflammation of the synovium can be a cause of pain, and synovial effusion has long been known to be a feature of OA.

There are several techniques for detecting the pathophysiological features of OA. Plain radiography provides direct information on bones but not on cartilage, and is characterized by limited sensitivity. Magnetic resonance imaging, which provides direct information on changes in the different joint tissues, is currently being optimized in OA (4). Moreover, many researchers are currently trying to evaluate OA using biomarkers. Biomarkers are molecules derived from the connective tissue matrices, which are released into the systemic circulation and urine during tissue turnover. Several biomarkers have been identified for bone, cartilage, and synovial metabolism in humans, such as serum cross-linked N-terminal telopeptides of type I collagen (s-NTx), serum bone alkaline phosphatase (s-BAP), urinary C-telopeptide degradation products of type II collagen (u-CTX-II), serum C-terminal type II procollagen peptide (s-CPII) and serum hyaluronan (s-HA) (5-7). It has been suggested that biomarkers are useful in identifying those subjects at risk of OA progression and also assessing the therapeutic responses in clinical trials, because the biomarkers are more sensitive than the radiographic change and reliable for measuring the progression (5).

Vitamin K is an essential cofactor for the post-translational γ-carboxylation of glutamic acid to form γ-carboxyglutamic acid (Gla) residues, which confer functionality to the Gla-containing proteins (8). In addition to the coagulation factors, the Gla-containing protein family includes a growth factor Gas-6, a skeletally expressed extracellular matrix protein osteocalcin and a matrix Gla protein (MGP) (9,10). Vitamin K-dependent Gla proteins have high affinity for calcium and phosphate, and thus can bind to the hydroxyapatite crystal surface of mineralized tissues (10). Among Gla-containing proteins, undercarboxylated osteocalcin (ucOC) is regulated by vitamin K and increases in sera of osteoporosis patients (11). Thus, ucOC is used for a biomarker for vitamin K metabolism (deficiency) (12). Moreover, vitamin K is an important regulator of bone and cartilage mineralization,
Materials and methods

Patients with bilateral knee osteoarthritis. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee for Medical Research of Juntendo University, and informed consent was obtained from all patients.

A total of 25 (22 women, 3 men, mean age 76.0±7.8, range 54-88 years, mean BMI 24.9±4.7) patients with a Kellgren-Lawrence (K/L) grade of 3 or 4 for bilateral knee were enrolled in this study (bilateral grade 3 K/L grade total 6, n=10; grade 3 and 4 K/L, grade total 7, n=7; and bilateral grade 4 K/L grade total 8, n=8). Patients with knee pain in the medial femorotibial compartment of the studied knee on the day examined, fulfilled the criteria of K-OA of the medial femorotibial joint, as defined by the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria (13). Standing, extended and antero-posterior view and lateral view radiographs were taken at the first visit. An antero-posterior view radiograph was obtained according to the method previously reported (14), and the staging of knee OA based on radiographic examination was assessed using K/L grading (15). All radiographs were taken by experienced technicians and scored independently by two readers who were blinded to the clinical information.

Measurement of biomarkers. Both serum and urine samples were obtained from all patients on the day that radiographs were taken. The non-fasted second void urine samples and non-fasted morning blood samples were collected for urine and serum analyses, respectively. The urine and serum samples were stored at -80˚C until analysis.

Biomarkers used were s-ucOC, s-NTx, s-BAP, urinary u-CTX-II, s-CPII and s-HA. u-CTX-II values were corrected for urine creatinine concentration (Cr).

All assays including urine creatinine levels were performed with ELISA as follows: s-ucOC (Takara Shuzo Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan); intra-assay and inter-assay variation were 4.6 and 5.7%, respectively); u-CTX-II (CartiLaps; Nordic Bioscience, Herlev, Denmark); intra-assay and inter-assay variation were each <7%); s-NTx (Osteomark; OrthoClinical Diagnostics, Rochester, NY); intra-assay and inter-assay variations were <5 and <7%, respectively); s-CP II (IBEX Pharmaceuticals Inc., Montreal, Canada); intra-assay and inter-assay variations were <10%; s-HA and s-BAP (BML Inc., Tokyo, Japan); intra-assay and inter-assay variations were <5% and 0.1 µg/l, respectively). The measurement of urinary creatinine concentration was performed by a peroxidase-coupled kinetic enzymatic procedure (Kainos, Tokyo, Japan) (16).

Statistical analyses. Data are expressed as mean ± SD, unless otherwise noted, and analyzed for significant difference by a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the multiple comparisons test or the Student's t-test (Prism 4, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Correlation analysis was also performed with Prism 4. Differences were considered statistically significant at P<0.05.

Results

Measurement of biomarkers. First, we examined the levels of s-ucOC, s-NTx, s-BAP, u-CTX-II, s-CPII and s-HA in bilateral K-OA patients. The levels of u-CTX-II, a marker for cartilage type II collagen degradation, (61.55±287.24 ng/mmol Cr), s-CPII, a marker for cartilage type II collagen synthesis, (922.25±309.34 ng/ml) and s-HA, a marker for synovitis, (144.38±132.35 ng/ml) were elevated in bilateral K-OA patients compared with normal individuals (control range of u-CTX-II 340±140 ng/mmol Cr, s-CPII mean 195.99 ng/ml, s-HA 36±16 ng/ml), as previously reported (5,7). However, the levels of s-NTx (a marker for bone resorption, 15.92±5.55 nM BCE/l) and s-BAP (a marker for bone synthesis, 14.85±5.45 µg/l) were within the normal ranges (normal range of s-NTx; male, 9.5-17.7 nM BCE/l, female, 10.7-24.0 nM BCE/l, s-BAP; male, 3.7-20.9 µg/l, female, 3.8-22.6 µg/l). Of interest, s-ucOC (a marker for vitamin K metabolism, 5.66±4.70 ng/ml) was also elevated in the OA patients (normal range of s-ucOC; <4.5 ng/ml).

Next, we compared these biomarkers among three groups: K/L grade total 6 (n=10), K/L grade total 7 (n=7) and K/L grade total 8 (n=8). There was no significant difference among the three groups in all bone and cartilage biomarkers (NTx, BAP, CTX-II and CPII) (Fig. 1B-E). Of note, s-ucOC and s-HA were marginally increase in K/L grade total 8 (s-ucOC, P=0.16 and s-HA, P=0.28) compared with those in K/L grade total 6 and 7 (Fig. 1A and F), suggesting that vitamin K metabolism and synovitis may be associated with the progression of K-OA.

Correlation analysis of the biomarkers in knee OA. As mentioned above, s-ucOC as well as s-CPII, u-CTX-II and s-HA levels was elevated in bilateral K-OA patients. This observation suggests that the s-ucOC level is likely to reflect the cartilage degeneration in K-OA patients, although s-ucOC is known as a marker for vitamin K metabolism. To evaluate this hypothesis, we analyzed the correlation between s-ucOC and bone metabolism (s-NTx and s-BAP), cartilage metabolism (u-CTX-II, s-CPII) and synovitis (s-HA). Of note, there was a significant correlation between s-ucOC and bone metabolism (s-NTx, P<0.01; s-BAP, P<0.01) (Fig. 2). In contrast, the levels of u-CTX-II (a marker for cartilage degradation) and s-CPII (a marker for cartilage synthesis) were not significantly correlated with s-ucOC (u-CTX-II, P=0.15; s-CPII, P=0.93) (Fig. 3A and B). Of importance, s-ucOC was significantly correlated with s-HA (P<0.05) (Fig. 3C), suggesting that vitamin K metabolism may be associated with synovitis in K-OA.

Furthermore, we analyzed the correlations between s-HA and bone metabolism (s-NTx and s-BAP) or cartilage metabolism (u-CTX-II and s-CPII). There was no significant correlation between s-HA and biomarkers for bone and cartilage metabolism (Fig. 4).

These observations support our hypothesis that an association between vitamin K metabolism and synovitis could be an important feature for OA.
Vitamin K has several potential effects on articular cartilage and subchondral bone that may modulate the development of OA (17). Furthermore, inadequate $\gamma$-carboxylation of a growth factor Gas-6, as occurs with insufficient vitamin K, impairs the function of Gas-6 (9,18) and, as such, may impair chondrocyte viability in articular cartilage. In addition, vitamin K itself suppresses the signaling of certain inflammatory mediators and cytokines, which may be involved in the pathogenesis of OA (19). Taken together, it could be speculated that lack of adequate vitamin K may be a significant factor in the pathogenesis of OA.

**Discussion**

Vitamin K has several potential effects on articular cartilage and subchondral bone that may modulate the development of OA (17). Furthermore, inadequate $\gamma$-carboxylation of a growth factor Gas-6, as occurs with insufficient vitamin K, impairs the function of Gas-6 (9,18) and, as such, may impair chondrocyte viability in articular cartilage. In addition, vitamin K itself suppresses the signaling of certain inflammatory mediators and cytokines, which may be involved in the pathogenesis of OA (19). Taken together, it could be speculated that lack of adequate vitamin K may be a significant factor in the pathogenesis of OA.
OA, with particular effects on the osteophyte development and joint space narrowing, which reflect cartilage loss.

As a major product of synovial cells, HA is recognized as a marker for synovitis. HA levels are increased in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and the highest levels have been found in patients with aggressive RA of both large (hip and knee) and small (hands and feet) joints (20). Although lower than in RA, the increased levels of HA are also found in patients with knee OA, and their levels are higher in the accelerated disease and cartilage destruction (21). Thus, the serum HA level could be a potential prognostic marker for the joint destruction in RA and OA.

In this study, we assessed the serum and urinary biomarkers for bone, cartilage and synovial metabolism in patients with bilateral K-OA, who had a K/L grade of 3 or 4 for bilateral knee. Roberts et al (22) have reported that vitamin K concentration is low in osteoarthritis patients, but they have not mentioned the relationship between vitamin K concentration and cartilage metabolism. In this regard, this is the first study to consider this relationship in patients with bilateral K-OA. We confirmed that u-CTX-II, s-CPII and s-HA levels were elevated in K-OA compared with normal individuals, indicating the association of increased cartilage turnover and synovitis in K-OA. In contrast, the level of s-NTx was not increased in K-OA in this study, although the s-NTx levels are reportedly increased in patients with OA (6). Thus, the change of bone metabolism, as assessed with s-NTx, in OA remains controversial. Of note, the levels of s-ucOC, a marker for vitamin K metabolism (deficiency), was increased in K-OA, suggesting that vitamin K may be partly deficient in patients with K-OA. Moreover, s-ucOC and s-HA were marginally increased in K/L grade total 8 (s-ucOC, P=0.16 and s-HA, P=0.28) compared with that in K/L grade total 6 and 7 (Figs. 1A and 2A), although u-CTX-II and s-CPII were not increased in K/L grade total 8 compared with those in K/L grade total 6 and 7 (Fig. 2B and C). These observations likely suggest that vitamin K metabolism (as evaluated by s-ucOC) and synovitis (as evaluated by s-HA) may participate in the progression of K-OA. In addition, there was a significant correlation between s-ucOC and s-HA levels (Fig. 4C). Together these observations suggest that the possible association of vitamin K metabolism (as assessed by s-ucOC) and synovitis (as assessed by s-HA) may provide novel insight into the pathogenesis of secondary OA, which is caused by the multiple factors related with lifestyle (such as malnutrition) and aging diseases (such as osteoporosis).

However, this study has some limitations. First, the investigation is a single-arm study and not a randomized trial. Therefore, the design may have introduced certain bias into the results. Second, the serum and urine sample collections were not timed or fasted, although diurnal variation of some biomarkers has been reported (23,24). Meanwhile, the collection of second void urine samples is recommended (24), as performed in this study. Third, only Japanese patients are analyzed in the present study. Consequently, our findings cannot be generalized to other ethnic groups. Fourth, the contribution of other joints, which are not conducted in this study, to the levels of biomarkers cannot be ruled out. In addition, the correlation between the degree of radiological change and symptoms is weak, and it is common for patients with radiological osteoarthritis to have few or no symptoms, whereas classical symptoms of osteoarthritis may occur in the absence of structural changes on plain radiography (1). Because the diagnostic criteria for OA are not well defined, it is difficult to set up a control group.

The present study suggests a possibility that not only synovitis but also vitamin K metabolism could be a factor for developing K-OA, and s-ucOC may be a useful marker for evaluating the pathophysiological condition of K-OA.
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